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Installation Instruction:
Step 1. With pencil mark the location you want the catch to be attached to the door. Use a spirit level
to ensure that the catch is perfectly level. Then, use a pencil to mark the corners and screw holes.

Step 2. Drill hole in the door for the body of the catch and for the screw holes. Check that the catch
is perfectly level again, once the screws have been securely fitted.

Step 3. With the help of a tape measure and spirit level fit the catch keep, also known as the strike
plate, opposite to where the roller catch It. Mark the screw holes with pencil and make sure that the
catch keep align with the catch properly. Then drill the screws in the screw holes. ( Note: if you are
replacing your old door catch, remember to remove the old catch keep from the door as well before
closing the door. Otherwise, you could have difficult getting out).

Step 4. Push the door gently to check the compression of the catch. If the catch is hitting the catch
keep and not closing, you'll have to adjust it and reduce the catch projection. Once you've done this,
and the door is closing fine - you're done!
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Material : Steel
Finishes : US3, US10B & Zinc
Code compliance : Conforms to ANSI / BHMA 156.9 B83112
Fastener : # 6 x 12 " Pan Head Screw
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